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Lascaux Cave in the Dordogne, France - 17,000 years ago

Image from Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lascaux



(My journal notes from 1983 when I visited some of these caves!)



Scribing



Origin of the Word and Profession

Seshat was the goddess of wisdom, knowledge, and credited 
with inventing writing. Women who kept track of time and 
distance in ancient Egypt were called “Sesh” or “Scribe”.



Scribing today: people talk while someone draws.



It looks like this…



It also can reach an entire system, to expand “social seeing”.



One drawing can be created in a room over multiple days.



One drawing can be shared throughout a system once it’s created.



Online, thousands can even watch a scribe at the same time.



And, people gather to watch together, forging community.



In essence, scribing helps people see and think.



Scribing is a sense-making tool in learning environments.



And images are used to remember, reflect, and take action.



History



1970’s: 1st Wave / Originators

David Sibbet, Jennifer Landau, and founding 
members of Grove Consulting (California, USA)



1980’s: 2nd Wave / Originators

Jim Channon, Matt Taylor, and Bryan Coffman with 
MG Taylor Corporation (Colorado, USA



People who learned with the originators and helped further 
seed the field (USA), those who started applying the 
practice within management consulting for organizational 
change, and those applying it within not-for-profits towards 
human and societal development. (+Canada, Europe)

1990’s: 3rd Wave / Early Adopters



People still learning from the previous generations in a 
hands-on manner, employing analog methods of marker 
and wall surface and also starting to incorporate digital 
technologies (+Australia)

2000’s: 4th Wave / Early Majority



2010’s: 5th Wave / Self-Directed Majority

People learning about the practice on their own, from books and 
videos published by those who came up in the first four waves 
(+Central and South America, Middle East, India, Africa, Asia)



6th Wave
(coming)



People crossing regional boundaries to share best practices and evolve the art 
form; weaving Indigenous, wisdom, and spiritual traditions into the existing 
visual practices to raise consciousness around the path of human evolution

~2017… Collaborators, Innovators, Questers



In the 6th Wave…

Collaborators

Stay Connected

Innovators

Stay Informed

Questers

Stay Human



To Stay Connected…

dialogue with others to surface our blind spots and 
see from different perspectives.



To Stay Informed…

stay current with technical trends and innovations; 
experiment with new tools, processes and formats.



To Stay Human…

bring our spirit into scribing and art; reconnect with 
Indigenous and ancient wisdom traditions.

Photo clipping from a painting of Uluru, by the famous Aboriginal artist, Danny Eastwood | Courtesy of 
Karlangu Aboriginal Art Centre - https://theculturetrip.com/pacific/australia/articles/8-must-visit-
aboriginal-art-galleries-in-sydney/


